Introduction
Suppose that I is a nonconstant entire function. Then a classical theorem of Iversen [10] asserts that/(z) has oo as an asymptotic value. In other words there exists a path P going from a finite point z 0 to oo in the complex plane such that 
T(r,/)
Then oo is an asymptotic value o//(z). It is natural to ask whether the condition (1.2) can be weakened. Ter-Israelyan [14] has given examples to show that the conclusion of Theorem A is false in general if we assume merely that/(z) has order zero, instead of (1.2). Gol'dberg & Ostrovskii [5, p. 245] give examples of functions of/(z) where 89 and such that co is not asymptotic.
Statement o| results
In this paper we prove the following two theorems. 
but such that co is not an asymptotic value o//(z).
Thus co is deficient, even with deficiency one and/(z) only just exceeds the growth prescribed by (1.2), but the conclusion of Theorem A fails. Theorem 1 sharpens the examples of Ter-Israelyan [14] and shows that Theorem A is essentially best possible.
It turns out that the behaviour of the functions of Theorem 1 is essentially associated with irregular growth. We can show that functions satisfying (1.4) and (1.5) where k <inf (4, 89 do indeed have oo as an asymptotic value. More precisely we prove
TH~,OR~,M 2. Suppose that !(z) is meromorphic and not constant in the plane and that /or some a in the closed plane lim ~T(r, !) -~-r 11~ ~o N(t, a) dt~
Then a is an asymptotic value o/!(z).
COROLLARY 1. Suppose that/or some K< 0% we have r112 ~o T(t, !) dt lim --
K < oo r~ 2T(r,l) Jr t 312 " (2.5)
Then i/8(a, !)> 1 -K -1, a is an asymptotic value o//.

COROLLAaV 2. I/ lim T(2r,/) 1, r-~ T(r,/) then any deficient value o//is asymptotic. In particular the conclusion holds under the hypothesis (1.2).
We shall see that under the hypothesis (1.2) a significantly weaker condition than deficiency suffices to make a asymptotic. 
C o R o L L
0.<lira lim T h__ then a is asymptotic.
The corollaries are all almost immediate deductions of the main theorem. Collingwood [4] and Novanlinna [12, p. 259] conjectured that deficient values might be asymptotic.
The first counterexample was given by H. Laurent-Schwarz [11] . However, Theorem 1, Corollary 2, shows that the result is true for functions of order zero and smooth growth.
This result also contains Theorem A as a special case, except that the asymptotic path F need no longer be a ray in this case. An example of this will be given in Theorem 7. Corollary 4 gives a positive answer to problem (2.8) of [8] . The question was asked whether (1.4) and (1.5) imply that oo is asymptotic if k< 89 and Corollary 4 shows that this is so.
(1) These concepts are due to Valiron [15] .
Some examples
In order to prove Theorem 1, we shall construct meromorphie functions as products.
In order to discuss the factors we need the following simple then LEM~A 1. I/k is an integer, k>20 and
The first result is obvious. Next we note that Pk(z) has simple zeros where
3
We write Or = (2v + 1)~t/k, so that the zeros occur at z, = ~e ~ -1.
We note that
Iz,,I = 1 89176 < 89 < 1
<i i.e. ~ 12,+11 <~/(3~).
The interval Ixl <k/(3") contains at least ~/(3.)-1 distinct odd integers 2v+1, i.e. at least k/20, for k>~20. Thus n(r,O)>~k/20 for r>~l. Since n(r, r162 =0 for r<l, n(r, ~)=1 for r>~l, we deduce that for Pk(z) n(t, ~)< ~n(t,O), O<t<~.
On dividing by t and integrating from t = 0 to r, we deduce (ii).
It remains to prove (iii). We note that for [z+l] =~, we have, since k~<20,
+ (t" 9"
IP~(~:)l < .{1 § (~)"} (~) < ~{1 § (~;,o~. < ~(1 + ~)= ~.
This proves (iii) and completes the proof of Lemma 1.
We now choose sequences of positive numbers r r and of positive integers kr, and q. and set [ ~z qv
We shall see that if the above sequences are suitably defined the product P(z) converges to a meromorphic function for which oo is a deficient but not an asymptotic value. We divide the proof into a number of steps.
Subsidiary results
Let r v be positive numbers and qv, kv positive integers, for v >/1, which satisfy the follo~dng conditions q~ = r~ = 1, (3 In view of (3.3) the last term in (3.4) is greater than 30. We assume that qv, rv and kv_ 1 have already been chosen. Then if r,+~ is chosen to satisfy (3.3) a choice of kv is possible to satisfy (3.4), and then a choice of qv+l is clearly possible to satisfy (3.5). Thus q. rr and k v can be chosen inductively to satisfy the above conditions. We shall show that in this case the product P(z) has the required properties.
Before proceeding we need some inequalities. 
$=y
Since the kv+ 1 are all greater than one we deduce that Thus q.k.< (100) "-" qu
This proves (3.7) and completes the proof of Lemma 2.
We next need some more inequalities for Pk(z) and L~M~A 3. We have 
since k>20. This completes the proof of (3.9) and of Lemma 3. 
Properties of P(z)
We are now able to prove that P(z) satisfies the desired conditions. Because of its generality we state our result as 
<~ kN(r, O, P(z)) + O(log r)
<~ ~ T(r, P) + O(log r).
123
Evidently P(z) has infinitely many poles and zeros so that
We deduce that i.e.
T(r,P)
logr +oo, asr-~co.
li~ N(r, ~,P) < 20
If kr-~ 0% we may take k as large as we please and obtain ~(co, P)= 1. Otherwise we may take 1 1 k=lim k~, 7=1~ -so that k is an integer and k >/21 in view of (3.4). Thus we again deduce (3. We deduce that v<ju.
This proves (3.10).
Next suppose that 6r#<~r<~r~+ 1.
Then (3.15) and (3.9) yield
Setting r = 6rg, we deduce which proves (3.11). Since every path r going to r meets both the circles ]z ] = 6r~ and [z + r# I = ~r~ for large it, it follows from (3.10) and (3.11) that log IP(z)[ is unbounded above and below on F, so that P(z) cannot tend to any finite limit nor to oo as z-+ oo in F. Thus P(z) has no asymptotic values.
It remains to prove (3.12) . We obtain first a lower bound for T(r, P). We note that P(z) has q~/% zeros on the circle 
+~-}<lOOk~,q, log(~).
This proves the right hand inequahty of (3.12) if r hes in the range (3.17) and completes the proof of Theorem 3.
Proof of Theorem 1
To prove Theorem 1, we show that we can choose the quantities kg, qg and rg in Theorem 3 so that kg-+ ~, with # and hence ~(oo, p)= 1, while at the same time T(r, P) <~(r) (log r) ~, r >1 ~r a, (3.18) where ~(r) is any function satisfying (2.1). (3.20) where [x] denotes the integral part of x. Then 100kg-I qg -1 l~ (rr~-_l) ( ) < q~ < 200k~_1 qg-1 log r, r/t _ 1 so that (3.5) is satisfied. Thus (3.2) to (3.5) are all satisfied and so P(z) satisfies the conclusions of Theorem 3 with 6(~, P) = 1. Further we have from (3.12)
T(r, P) < 100kgqg log r, ~rg ~< r < ~rg+ r (3.21)
If r ~> 6rg this follows immediately from (3.12). If ~r~<6r~ 6 we deduce from (3.12) that T(r, P) <~ T(6r~, P) < 100]r log 6 < 100/c~q/, log r, since r>~r3>6. Thus (3.21) holds in this case also and so generally. < ~0(r) log r in view of (3.19). Now (3.18) follows from (3.21) and the proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
Some turther examples
We can use Theorem 3 to construct some other examples which will serve to illustrate Theorem 2.
T H E 0 R E M 4. Given e > 0 and 0 < • < 1, there exists a meromorphic/unction P(z) having
very regular growth o/order 2 and no asymptotic values, while (5( oo, P) > 1 -e.
Theorem 2, Corollary 3, shows that for 2< 89 the conclusion is not possible with 6(r P)= 1, nor if very regular growth is replaced by perfectly regular growth (see [15] ).
We assume e < 1, and choose a positive integer k, such that We check that (3.2) to (3.5) are satisfied. This is obvious for (3. (3.27) log q All these conditions are satisfied if q is large enough. For we can then choose k to satisfy (3.22) and (3.27) and since 2 < 1, (3.26) is a consequence of (3.27) for large q. Also (3.25) holds for large q.
We now deduce from Theorem 3, (3.12) , that k /t 1
~q-log6<T(r,P)<lOOkq'-llog6, 6r~<~r<~ 1
Since T(r, P) increases with r, the right hand inequality is valid also for and the left hand inequality for 6r~ ~< r ~< 6r~+ r We deduce that ~fl-log6<T(r,P)<100kq"log ~ , r~<~r<~r,,+l,
cl ~.+~ < T(r, P) < c~ r~ where el, c 2 are constants depending on k and q. Thus cx<~ lim T(r,P) ~ l~ T(r~P) <~c~, so that P(z) has very regular growth of order ~ ( [15] ). This proves Theorem 4. log T(r, P) -~2, as r-~ oo, log r so that P(z) has regular growth of order ~ ( [15] ). This proves Theorem 5.
Functions of slowly increasing growth
In this section we provide an example to show that under the hypotheses of Theorem 2, Corollary 2, unlike those of Theorem A, there need not be radial asymptotic values.
We consider entire functions/(z) such that
T(2r,/)
----~ I, O~S ? "-> oo .
T(r,/)
We provide first the following characterization. We next prove that the conditions arc sufficient. Suppose then that / satisfies (4.2)
for some value a. We may without loss of generality suppose that a=0, since otherwise we consider/(z) -a instead of/(z). This will not affect (4.1) nor the genus of/. We also write n(r) instead of n(r, 0). Then since/(z) has genus zero 
T(r, /) = T(r, /o) + 0 (log r) ~ T(r, /o).
Thus we may suppose that a = 1 and p =0 in (4.6). We ~Tite ~1 ~< ~ n(2r) = o{N(r)}, 
A(r) < N(r) < T(r) <~ B(r).
Hence (4.8) shows that for all sufficiently large ju, there exists r~, such that 2 u ~<r~ ~<2 ~+1, and
A(r~) >~ B(r~)-eN(r~) > (1-e)N(r~). (4.9)
Thus for any finite a, we have for ~u >~u(a), A(r~) > 1 § ]a I and so
m(r~, a) = O, N(r/,, a) = T(r~) +0(1), N(r~) = T(ra) +0(1). (4.10)
Also for r~<r<r~,+l, we deduce that
_N(r~) ~ N(r) <~ _N(r~+l) <~ N(4r~) ~ N(ra). N(r) <~ T(r) <~ N(rs~+l ) +0(1),~ N(r).
Thus
T(r) ,,~ N(r)
as r-+ c~, so that (4.4) with a = 0 leads to (4.1). Again (4.10) yields for any fixed a, r~ ~< r ~< r~+ 1
T(r~) +0(1) ~< N(rp a) <~ N(r, a) <~ T(r)+0(1) ~< T(4r~)+0(1),
and in view of (4.1), we deduce that
N(r, a) ,,, T(r) as r -+ ~.
Thus (4.4) holds for every a and so does (4.2). This completes the proof of Theorem 6. For future reference we also note that (4.9) leads to
(1-e)B(r) < (l +o(1))N(r), as r-~
i.e.
B(r) ~ N(r) ,~ T(r) as r-~ ~.
(4.11)
4.1.
We can now construct our desired example. satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 6, with a =0 in (4.2).
We suppose that 0 <0 <2~ in (4.12) and note that for any positive integer q, we can find 0~ =p/q, such that r2=0~-01-< E. (4.15). This inequality holds for a sequence of points z'~=zo § ~~ which tend to co, and this completes the proof of (4.12). In particular/(z) cannot tend to co along any ray F. In view of (4.9)/(z) cannot be bounded on F and so/(z) has no radial asymptotic values. This completes the proof of Theorem 7. By allowing r~ to tend to co sufficiently rapidly, we can in addition satisfy (2.2).
Proof of Theorem 2; a topologleal lemma
We shall deduce Theorem 2 from the following result which is essentially topological.
LEMMA 4. Suppose that/(z) is a meromorphic [unction not having co as an asymptotic value. Then [(z) is bounded either on a path F going to co, or on the union o/a sequence Fz~ o/analytic Jordan curves which surround the origin and whose distance/rein the origin tends to c~ with N.
Let z~ be the branchpoints of /(z), i.e. the points where /'(z)=O. We assume that We may assume that/(z) has bffinitely many poles, since otherwise the hypotheses of Lemma 4 imply that/(z) is rational, and finite at ~, in which case the conclusion is trivial.
Since each component Gv is bounded and each pole lies in one of these Gv there must be infinitely many components G~. The outer boundary g~ of G~ will go to oo as ~-~ ~ for 
An example for Lemma 4
It is clear that if/(z) is bounded on a sequence of curves FN as in Lemma 4, then/(z) cannot have co as an asymptotic value since any path going to co must meet the F N for all large IV. On the other hand / may very well be bounded on one path and go to oo on another, so that the first condition of Lemma 4 does not by itself preclude oo from being an asymptotic value. This makes it natural to ask whether the first condition can be omitted from Lemma 4. The following example shows that this is not possible in general.
Example. Let = {I cos -n. Our example shows that there exist functions/(z) satisfying only the first condition, but not the second condition of Lemma 4.
Quantitative consequences oI Lemma 4
In order to prove Theorem 2 we shall show that the conclusion of Lemma 4 is not compatible with (2.4) when a = ~. We first need an inequality for the Green's function of a simply connected domain. 
holds/or some path tending to oo in D.
We assume without loss of generality that the right hand side of (5. 
Then v(z) is subharmonic in the whole plane and not constant, and now we deduce from a theorem of Talpur [13] , that there exists a path F, going to co, such that We have proved Theorem S with the hypothesis that/(0) 4= co. If/(0) = co, we apply Theorem 8 to/(% +z), where z 0 is small. If for some z 0 (5.1) fails to hold we again deduce (1.1). Otherwise we allow z 0 to tend to zero and then we deduce (5.1) for/(z).
Completion of proof of Theorem 2
Suppose now that/(z) is meromorphic in the plane and does not have ~ as an asymp- 
Proof of the corollaries of Theorem 2
We proceed to prove the corollaries of Theorem 2. Suppose then that (2.5) Thus in view of Theorem 6,/(z) satisfies (4.1) and so every deficient value is asymptotic.
T(t)<~(l+s)T(r) ~ , t>~r>~ro(~ ).
However the condition (2.4) yields more than thisl We have We have thus proved Corollary 2 in a somewhat stronger form.
1~2 ~ N(t, a) dt T(r'/)-lr Jr
We next prove Corollary 3. We recall (c.f. [15] ) that/(z) has very regular growth of In particular the conclusion holds if 8(a,/) = 1.
The example of Theorem 4 shows that we cannot in this corollary replace 3(a, f) = 1
by (~(a,/) > 1 -e, for e independent of cl, c2. If / has perfectly regular growth [15] , we may choose the ratio c2/c 1 as near one as we please. In this case the conclusion holds as soon as Since c2/c 1 < 1, we deduce that (2.4) holds and so Corollary 4 follows from Theorem 1.
